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ABSTRACT
Aim Advancement in ecological methods predicting species distributions is a

crucial precondition for deriving sound management actions. Maximum
entropy (MaxEnt) models are a popular tool to predict species distributions,
as they are considered able to cope well with sparse, irregularly sampled data
and minor location errors. Although a fundamental assumption of MaxEnt is
that the entire area of interest has been systematically sampled, in practice,
MaxEnt models are usually built from occurrence records that are spatially
biased towards better-surveyed areas. Two common, yet not compared, strategies to cope with uneven sampling effort are spatial filtering of occurrence
data and background manipulation using environmental data with the same
spatial bias as occurrence data. We tested these strategies using
simulated data and a recently collated dataset on Malay civet Viverra
tangalunga in Borneo.
Location Borneo, Southeast Asia.
Methods We collated 504 occurrence records of Malay civets from Borneo of

which 291 records were from 2001 to 2011 and used them in the MaxEnt analysis
(baseline scenario) together with 25 environmental input variables. We simulated
datasets for two virtual species (similar to a range-restricted highland and a lowland species) using the same number of records for model building. As occurrence
records were biased towards north-eastern Borneo, we investigated the efficacy of
spatial filtering versus background manipulation to reduce overprediction or
underprediction in specific areas.
Results Spatial filtering minimized omission errors (false negatives) and

commission errors (false positives). We recommend that when sample size is
insufficient to allow spatial filtering, manipulation of the background dataset
is preferable to not correcting for sampling bias, although predictions were
comparatively weak and commission errors increased.
Main Conclusions We conclude that a substantial improvement in the

quality of model predictions can be achieved if uneven sampling effort is
taken into account, thereby improving the efficacy of species conservation
planning.
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INTRODUCTION
Species distribution models (SDMs) relate environmental
variables to species occurrence records to gain insight into
ecological or evolutionary drivers or to help predict habitat
suitability across large scales (Elith & Leathwick, 2009). A
diversity of modelling methods have been developed, ranging
from rule-based descriptions to complex statistical or
machine learning models (Franklin, 2009). Their accuracy
depends on the quality and quantity of the input data, from
incidental sampling of occurrence records to more accurate
presence–absence data (e.g. Baasch et al., 2010; Bateman
et al., 2011; G€
uthlin et al., 2011).
In this context, maximum entropy (MaxEnt) models
(Phillips et al., 2006) have become an extremely popular tool
to model the potential distribution of rare or threatened
species of conservation concern (Wilting et al., 2010a;
Clements et al., 2012), to separate ecological niches (Kalkvik
et al., 2011) and to forecast future distributions under climate change (e.g. Hu & Jiang, 2011). MaxEnt uses the principle of maximum entropy to relate presence-only data to
environmental variables to estimate a species’ niche and
potential geographical distribution (Phillips et al., 2006).
MaxEnt is popular because it is easy to use and considered
to produce robust results with sparse, irregularly sampled
data and minor location errors (Elith et al., 2006). Such constraints are common in location data for rare, elusive or
threatened species, in data from poorly accessible areas and
in museum data (e.g. Graham et al., 2008; Wisz et al., 2008).
MaxEnt has the advantage that it uses presence-only data,
thus not relying on or requiring data of confirmed absences
from specific areas (Li & Guo, 2011). Overall, these features
have led MaxEnt to be considered as one of the best species
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distribution models in terms of its predictive performance
(Elith et al., 2006), especially for species that are rare or have
a restricted range (Hernandez et al., 2006; Pearson et al.,
2007).
One fundamental assumption of SDMs in general and
hence also MaxEnt models is that the entire area of interest
has been systematically or randomly sampled (Phillips et al.,
2009; Royle et al., 2012). In practice, MaxEnt models are
almost invariably built on occurrence records that are
spatially biased towards more easily accessed or better-surveyed areas (Phillips et al., 2009; Ruiz-Gutierrez & Zipkin,
2011). Furthermore, the increased use of telemetry data in
combination with other data sources in MaxEnt SDMs (e.g.
Edren et al., 2010; Jennings & Veron, 2011) exacerbates
over-representation of some regions within a study area,
which can cause a severe spatial bias in the collected occurrence data. Spatial bias usually leads to environmental bias
because of the over-representation of certain environmental
features of the more accessible and extensively surveyed
areas. Thus, the difference between available occurrence
records and background sampling (i.e. data points taken randomly from the study area) may lead to inaccurate models
that in turn may lead to inappropriate management decisions (MacKenzie, 2005; Phillips et al., 2009). Spatial clumping often results in autocorrelation of model residuals (i.e.
spatial autocorrelation [SAC]) and affects model quality by
inflating model accuracy (Veloz, 2009), leading to type I
errors (Dormann et al., 2007) and yielding misleading
parameter estimates (K€
uhn, 2007). This means significance
may be assigned to environmental predictors in the SDMs
that are simply typical for the region of intensive survey, further resulting in spatial extrapolation errors. These can be
omission errors (false negatives; a species is mistakenly
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Sampling bias in MaxEnt species distribution models
thought to be absent) or commission errors (false positives:
a species is mistakenly thought to be present) (Rondinini
et al., 2006). Such errors can have severe consequences for
conservation if SDMs are used to delineate areas of high
conservation priority (Reddy & Davalos, 2003; Kremen et al.,
2008; Sastre & Lobo, 2009).
Although sampling bias is a general problem in SDM, particularly in MaxEnt studies, the issue of correcting for this
bias has only recently been raised (e.g. Raes & ter Steege,
2007; Phillips, 2008), and little attention has been given to
the evaluation of strategies to correct for uneven sampling
effort or compare their efficacy. This is even more remarkable, as recent statistical papers show the equivalence of
MaxEnt to point process models and logistic regression
(Warton & Shepherd, 2010; Renner & Warton, 2013). Thus,
accounting for the independence of the records is also a logical step in MaxEnt models. A recent article by Yackulic et al.
(2013) revealed that 87% of MaxEnt models were based on
data that were likely to suffer from sample selection bias.
Sampling bias can be addressed by reducing the number of
occurrence records in oversampled regions using spatial filtering (Dormann et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2009; Veloz,
2009). This method, however, increases the risk that the
number of occurrence records will become too few to build
statistically sound models. Alternatively, background data
can be manipulated (Phillips et al., 2009; Syfert et al., 2013):
Recent releases of MaxEnt allow the inclusion of so-called
bias files that allow the user to choose background data with
the same bias as occurrence data. This approach has been
found to improve model performance for a variety of SDM
approaches and species data (Phillips et al., 2009). So far,
these two approaches have not yet been compared. In particular, there is a need to understand situations where it is preferable to reduce sampling bias by manipulating occurrence
data versus manipulating background data.
To help clarify these situations, we used simulated data
where we have full control over the modelled system as well
as an example from conservation practice, a recently compiled data from Borneo on Malay civet Viverra tangalunga, a
Southeast Asian small carnivore. This species occurs across
the island of Borneo, is relatively common compared with
other small carnivores and is frequently recorded in primary
(Colon, 2002; Brodie & Giordano, 2011) and disturbed forests (Colon, 2002; Wilting et al., 2010b). Sightings of Malay
civets at the edges of oil palm plantations where plantations
abut forests have been reported (A. J Hearn, J. Ross & D. W.
Macdonald, unpublished data), but it is generally thought
that Malay civets only enter the plantations at night to hunt
and need the shelter of the forests during the day. Thus,
plantations without nearby forests are considered unsuitable
for the species (Augeri, 2005). Survey effort on Borneo is
strongly biased towards Sabah, the north-eastern Malaysian
state constituting 10% of Borneo, while large parts of the
Indonesian states of central, south, east and west Kalimantan
(comprising about two-thirds of Borneo) being little studied.
This large dataset thus provided an opportunity to assess the
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effect of choosing different MaxEnt model thresholds of spatial filtering (option 1) and manipulating background data
by introducing bias files for the unsampled background
(option 2) on the area predicted as suitable for Malay civets.
The simulated data thereby provided an independent means
of predictive performance assessment. Model complexity can
affect model performance (Reineking & Schr€
oder, 2006)
especially when the number of input layers exceeds the number of occurrence records (Warren & Seifert, 2011), an effect
that is inherently increased by spatial filtering. We thus also
assessed the effect of overparameterization on model accuracy in relation to option 1 and option 2. We discuss our
results in terms of overpredicting and underpredicting
specific areas as a consequence of the different options
employed and the implications for conservation planning
and management.
METHODS
Species records
The study area was Borneo excluding small islands (Fig. 1). We
collated 504 occurrence records for Malay civet from over 40
international scientists, museum specimens and several hundred scientific publications in the course of the 1st Borneo Carnivore Symposium 2011, Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia (http://www.
fwrc.msstate.edu/borneocarnivoresymposium). To account for
varying geographical precision of the records, we divided the
data into three categories of precision: (1) < 0.5 km, (2) 0.5–
< 2.0 km and (3) 2.0–< 5.0 km. We used the 291 occurrence
records dating from 2001 to 2011 to match the occurrence
record data with land-cover data used in the analysis (Table 1,
Fig. 1). This dataset provided the baseline scenario (Table 1);
over 60% of these records were from the Malaysian state of
Sabah.
We further simulated data for two species with the same
amount of records and geographical clumping in Sabah as
the Malay civet, but with different habitat requirements. The
first simulated species resembles a range-restricted species of
highland Borneo dwelling in undisturbed forests (similar to
the Hose’s civet Diplogale hosei; hereafter referred to as
DHOsim). We randomly placed the records in the large connected upland forest (land-use categories 2, 3 and 4; see
below) using ArcGIS 9.3.1. The second simulated species is a
lowland species bound to wet forests, such as the flat-headed
cat (Prionailurus planiceps; hereafter referred to as PPLsim).
We randomly placed the records in lowland forest, peat
swamps and mangroves (land-use categories 1, 9 and 10; see
below). That means, both simulated species are specific in
their habitat needs; however, the range-restricted DHOsim
also occupies a narrow niche in many environmental predictors (i.e. lower temperatures and higher precipitation correlating with elevation), especially as we restricted the range to
the central highland block on Borneo and excluded highland
or montane forests in other parts of Borneo (range
restriction; see Fig. S2a in Supporting Information). In
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Table 1 Viverra tangalunga records, with the number of records
listed by Bornean administrative unit, their spatial precision
(categories 1–3) as well as the number of records after reduction
in spatial autocorrelation (SAC; SF-no: no spatial filtering
applied, SF-10: spatial filtering of records within a radius of
10 km, SF-bal: balanced design reducing the geographical
clumping of records in Borneo). For the simulated species
DHOsim and PPLsim, we accordingly used 291, 67 and 45
records with the same frequencies distributed in Sabah (i.e. 177,
27 and 5, respectively)

Sabah (Malaysia)
Sarawak (Malaysia)
Kalimantan (Indonesia)
Brunei
Records in category 1
Records in category 2
Records in category 3
Total

Baseline
(SF-no)

10 km
reduction
(SF-10)

Balanced
(SF-bal)

177
37
77
0
248
23
20
291

27
13
27
0
57
4
6
67

5
13
27
0
37
3
5
45

contrast, PPLsim does not occupy a specific niche within
many of the environmental predictors, because lowland forests, swamps and mangroves occur all over Borneo (see Fig.
S2b). Here, the discriminative property of the species’ range
is the land cover.
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Figure 1 Malay civet records per landuse category for the three data filtering
approaches: no spatial filtering (SF-no,
large figure); distance correction by
taking only 1 point within a radius of
10 km shown for Sabah as example
(SF-10, small inset left) and additional
correction by taking proportionally as
many records from Sabah as from the
rest of Borneo (SF-bal, small inset
middle).

Environmental input variables
We selected environmental variables of potential biological relevance for the distribution of Malay civets, such as climatic,
topographical or predictors indicating human impact
(Table 2). We used a set of 19 global climate data maps with
an interpolated spatial resolution of about 1 km2 (Hijmans
et al., 2005). In addition, we created topographical ruggedness
and distance to water course maps. Topographical heterogeneity influences the microclimate, local hiding place availability
and terrain inaccessibility (human hunters, predators) and
might be positively associated with species presence (e.g. Kuemmerle et al., 2010; Pedersen et al., 2007). Distance to water
may be essential in providing food resources (e.g. Wilting
et al., 2010a). The Topographic Ruggedness Index (TRI, Riley
et al., 1999) expresses the elevation difference between adjacent cells (all 8 first-order neighbours within a quadratic grid;
Moore neighbourhood) of a 90-m-resolution digital elevation
model (DEM; http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org) on a scale ranging from
1 (level) to 7 (extremely rugged). Distance to water courses
was calculated from the stream net that was based on a singleflow-direction approach (Hydrologic Analysis in Spatial Analyst ArcView 9.3.1). We set resulting cut-offs to 5,000, 100,000
and 500,000 flow accumulation cells to include small perennial
river systems to primary rivers. Resulting water courses had
approximate catchment sizes of 42, 850 and 4250 km².
We combined the three stream net layers with a layer of major
water bodies of Borneo (i.e. lakes and large rivers; country
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Sampling bias in MaxEnt species distribution models
Table 2 Environmental input variables for the complex and reduced modelling scenarios. Environmental predictor variables that were
included in both scenarios are marked with a plus (+)
Complex
model (‘All’)

Reduced model
(‘uncorrelated’)

Bioclim maps
Distance to water, based on stream
nets of three different scales: (1)
small water courses with a
catchment size of 42 km², (2)
medium rivers (catchment size
850 km²) and (3) main water
courses (catchment size 4,250 km²)
Ruggedness
Human population density

All (1–19)
All

1, 4, 7, 13, 14, 15
Medium and main
water courses

http://www.worldclim.org/bioclim
Hijmans et al., (2005)

+
+

+
+

Reclassified PALSAR land-cover map

+

+

Riley et al., (1999)
LandScan 2007TM High Resolution
Global Population Data Set, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory,
UT-Battelle, LLC
Hoekman et al., (2009) adapted

Variable

inland water data of the Digital Chart of the World, www.
diva-gis.org) to create three ‘distance to water’ maps. For land
cover, we used the 50-m-resolution PALSAR land-cover map
validated for Borneo (Hoekman et al., 2009) from 2007 and
updated it with DEM data in 500-m elevation steps to obtain a
finer grain of land-cover classification, that is, forest cover was
classed into four different categories of lowland, upland, lower
montane and upper montane forests, as these classes might be
differently influenced by climate, human disturbance and ruggedness. The reclassified land-cover map had the following 17
land-cover classes: (1) lowland forest 0–500 m; (2) upland forest 501–1000 m; (3) lower montane forest 1001–1500 m; (4)
upper montane forest > 1500 m; (5) forest mosaics and fragmented or degraded forests 0–500 m; (6) forest mosaics and
fragmented or degraded forests 501–1000 m; (7) forest mosaics and fragmented or degraded forests 1001–1500 m; (8) forest mosaics and fragmented or degraded forests > 1500 m; (9)
swamp forest; (10) mangrove; (11) old plantations; (12) young
plantations and crops; (13) burnt forest area; (14) mixed
crops; (15) water and fishponds; (16) water bodies; (17) no
data. Human population density data (LandScan 2007TM High
Resolution Global Population Data Set, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, UT-Battelle, LLC) were also included, because
human presence may negatively impact carnivore presence
through forest fragmentation, disturbance and hunting (e.g.
Morueta-Holme et al., 2010).

Reference

options (SF and BM) were tested with the full set of environmental input layers as well as a reduced number of uncorrelated input layers for the real dataset of the Malay civet,
resulting in 18 scenarios (cf. also results Table 3).
Option 1: Spatial filtering (SF)
We systematically assessed the consequences of spatial clumping by first only using one record within a radius of 10 km
(Table 1, 10-km reduction scenario [SF-10]). This radius was
chosen because the mean home range size of individual Malay
civets is between 1 and 1.5 km2 (Colon, 2002; Jennings et al.,
2010), but home ranges were larger in logged forest compared
with primary forest (Colon, 2002). To account for differentsized home ranges in different habitats and to ensure spatial
independence, we used a conservative approach with 10 km.
We retained the location with the greatest precision. Nonetheless, owing to the higher number of field studies from Sabah
compared with other Bornean regions, records were still heavily geographically unbalanced, with Sabah containing > 50%
of all records despite covering only about 10% of the area of
Borneo. In a second stage, we thus further reduced the number
of records in Sabah by randomly selecting records to produce
a sample with the same density as outside of Sabah. As only 40
records were detected outside of Sabah (678,200 km²), we
included only five from Sabah (  73,600 km²; Table 1,
balanced scenario [SF-bal]).

Model scenarios
We generated systematic scenarios of species distribution
predictions by a stepwise combination of all possible options
specified below; that is, by spatial filtering and background
manipulation (SF and BM), we had three possibilities of
filtering or creating background files resulting in nine different scenarios. These scenarios were repeated for the Malay
civet and the two simulated species. In addition, the two
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Option 2: Background manipulation with bias files (BM)
Generally, the background area for all scenarios was Borneo
(Fig. 1). We manipulated the background sampling effort with
two alternative species-specific ‘bias files’ representing the relative sampling effort or record density. Species records were
mapped on a 1-km² grid, and each cell was given a value of 1 if
it contained a record. We subsequently summed the number

5

6
0.95
0.88
0.86
0.94
0.87
0.86
0.88
0.85
0.82
0.92
0.83
0.83
0.92
0.83
0.82
0.84
0.82
0.79

0.91
0.74
0.67
0.90
0.74
0.67
0.85
0.74
0.67
0.87
0.69
0.64
0.87
0.69
0.65
0.80
0.70
0.65

Test AUC
0.18
0.26
0.41
0.47
0.35
0.45
0.51
0.47
0.48
0.16
0.25
0.43
0.42
0.32
0.45
0.48
0.45
0.47

10P

0.03
0.13
0.12
0.13
0.2
0.15
0.27
0.36
0.25
0.04
0.14
0.08
0.21
0.2
0.1
0.33
0.33
0.2

MTP

0.19
0.17
0.22
0.4
0.21
0.25
0.52
0.37
0.39
0.21
0.21
0.26
0.42
0.26
0.28
0.53
0.38
0.37

ETS

Presence
thresholds used

2.61
8.8
18.21
11.32
14.54
20.92
26.38
27.77
30.03
3.37
10.42
22.16
13.82
16.31
24.37
31.74
31.61
32.64

> 0.5*

13.44
33.33
30.21
13.35
32.6
28.15
24.78
33.68
34.4
27.13
48.53
33.62
24.78
48.12
33.17
37.96
45.86
40.31

> 10P

51.26
56.33
75.35
59.82
56.13
74.16
66.91
55.29
75.18
63
69.15
90.03
61.96
68.64
89.35
73.12
70.77
87.36

> MTP

% Area above threshold

*Fixed threshold; MTP, minimum training presence logistic threshold; 10P, 10th percentile training presence logistic threshold; ETS, equal test sensitivity and specificity logistic threshold.

All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated
Uncorrelated

291
67
45
291
67
45
291
67
45
291
67
45
291
67
45
291
67
45

SF-no
SF-10
SF-bal
SF-no
SF-10
SF-bal
SF-no
SF-10
SF-bal
SF-no
SF-10
SF-bal
SF-no
SF-10
SF-bal
SF-no
SF-10
SF-bal

BM-no
BM-no
BM-no
BM-0.1
BM-0.1
BM-0.1
BM-0.01
BM-0.01
BM-0.01
BM-no
BM-no
BM-no
BM-0.1
BM-0.1
BM-0.1
BM-0.01
BM-0.01
BM-0.01

Training AUC

No. parameters

No. points

Spatial filtering (option 1)

Background manipulation with bias file (option 2)

Model AUCs

Modelled scenarios

12.62
47.96
57.82
19.2
54.33
57.82
23.16
53.36
52.25
19.13
56.44
61.19
24.78
59.17
61.52
23.38
61.62
61.79

> ETS

Table 3 Outcome of the MaxEnt distribution modelling scenarios for the Malay civet (see Table S3 for the simulated data DHOsim and PPLsim). SF-no: no spatial filtering applied; SF-10:
reduction of records in a radius of 10 km; SF-bal: balanced design (see main text). BM-no: no background manipulation, that is, no bias file used; BM-0.1: bias file with 0.1 background for
areas without records. BM-0.01: bias file with 0.01 background for areas without records. The model scenario in italics was the baseline scenario.
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Sampling bias in MaxEnt species distribution models
of records across the Moore neighbourhood of each cell to
produce a map of ‘sampling’ density. We used this widthrestricted moving window approach to ensure that only those
cells were included in the bias files where we were absolutely
sure that the species was sampled. If there was no record, a cell
was assigned the value 0.1, indicating a tenth of the sampling
effort of a value of 1 (bias scenario BM-0.1; see Fig. S1). We
further assessed the sensitivity of bias files by assigning values
of 0.01 to cells with no records (bias scenario BM-0.01) to
yield a scenario closer to non-sampling. Scenarios without
background manipulation were termed BM-no.
Reducing multicollinearity
As an alternative to a complex model including all environmental variables (‘all’ scenario), we produced a reduced
version by eliminating correlating variables where Pearson’s
|r | > 0.75 (e.g. Dormann et al., 2012; Syfert et al., 2013)
(see Table S1). We retained the variable with the most correlations with the other variables. This resulted in the inclusion of only six climatic variables and two water maps
(Table 2, ‘uncorrelated’ scenario).
MaxEnt modelling and model evaluation
We ran MaxEnt version 3.3.3a (www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/
maxent; Phillips et al., 2006) with default settings as follows: random test percentage = 25; regularization multiplier = 1; maximum number of background points = 10,000. We ran 10
replicates and used mean relative occurrence or suitability probabilities predicted for further analyses. As measures of SDM accuracy or discriminative power, respectively, we used the
threshold-independent area under the curve (AUC) of the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plot (Fielding & Bell,
1997) produced by MaxEnt. Models with an AUC > 0.7 have
good discriminatory power (Hosmer & Lemeshow, 1989).
To aid model validation and interpretation and to check
for robustness of results, we compared four commonly used
MaxEnt thresholds to define the percentage of suitable habitat (Liu et al., 2005; Jimenez-Valverde & Lobo, 2007): (1)
MaxEnt relative suitability probability > 0.5 as a fixed
threshold approach corresponding to a temporal and spatial
scale of sampling that results in a 50% chance of the species
being present in suitable areas (Elith et al., 2011), that is,
unlike true prevalence (Warton & Shepherd, 2010; Dorazio,
2012), (2) the minimum training presence logistic threshold
(MTP), (3) a 10th percentile training presence logistic
threshold (10P) and (4) an equal test sensitivity and specificity logistic threshold (ETS).
We then selected three scenarios for model validation
(baseline: no background manipulation and no spatial filtering [SF-no BM-no], only background manipulation: bias file
with 0.01 background but no spatial filtering [SF-no
BM-0.01] or a balanced design: no background manipulation, but with spatial filtering [SF-bal BM-no]). In these
three scenarios, we assessed which scenario under-repre-
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sented non-sampled areas (omission error or false negative,
that is, suitable area not correctly predicted) or overpredicted the species range (commission error or false positive, that
is, wrongly predicted area that actually is not suitable). For
the field records of the Malay civet, we used the following
approach to evaluate model accuracy: To assess omission
error, we counted how many of the 67 records used in the
10-km reduction approach (Table 1) occurred in non-predicted areas separated by the widely used 10P threshold. We
could not assess commission errors without independent test
data; therefore, we used the predicted areas (10P threshold)
that occurred within oil palm plantations (reportedly unsuitable; Jennings et al., 2010) (land-cover classes 11 and 12, cf.
chapter ‘Environmental input variables’) as an optimistic
indicator of commission error. As an independent validation
of model accuracy, we used the simulated dataset where the
suitable range was predefined. Hence, the omission error is
the area defined as suitable but not predicted by the model.
In contrast, commission error is the predicted area that is
not suitable for the species (see Fig. S2).
RESULTS
Model scenarios
Option 1: Spatial filtering
Use of the full dataset for the Malay civet resulted in a strong
geographical clustering of predictions for areas (in our case
Sabah) where most records originated, that is, Sabah was
assigned the highest suitability (Fig. 2a–c; SF-no scenarios),
independent of the threshold used. Spatial filtering of the dataset (SF-10 and SF-bal) resulted in greater representation of
non-surveyed areas outside Sabah (Fig. 2a–c). The degree of
increase in area predicted as suitable differed depending on
thresholds used: balancing the sampling design (SF-bal) doubled the estimated suitable area for the 10P (from  13% to
 30%) and tripled the area for the ETS (from  13% to
 58%) threshold. The use of the predictive map with a fixed
threshold > 0.5 increased the estimated suitable area from
 3% to 18%. Test AUCs were considerably reduced
(AUCs < 0.7) when using spatial filtering (Table 3); however,
the relative gain contribution (i.e. a goodness-of-fit measure)
of the most important variable increased (see Table S2). The
same results hold for the two simulated species (Tables S2 and
S3, Fig. S3). However, the AUC of the range-restricted species
DHOsim did not decrease with spatial filtering, which is due to
the narrow response range within the environmental predictors (Table S3).
Option 2: Background manipulation with bias files
As with spatial
the predicted
independent of
were assigned

filtering, background manipulation increased
distribution area for the Malay civet
thresholds, but only if very low values (0.01)
to non-sampled areas (Table 3, Fig. 2a–c).
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(a) 50% fixed threshold
‘All’ (complex)
BM-no

BM-0.01

‘Uncorrelated’ (pared down)
BM-no
BM-0.01

[SF-no]

[SF-10]

With background values of 0.1, the change in area predicted
was < 10% for all thresholds. The impact of bias files was
reduced in 10-km reduction scenarios, and background
manipulation almost had no further effect on balanced
model outcomes (Fig. 2, Table 3). Test AUCs were constant
(BM-0.1) or only slightly reduced by  5% (BM-0.01,
Table 3). Using bias files also put more emphasis on the
explanatory power of single variables, that is, the relative
gain contribution increased (see Table S2). We observed the
same trend for the two simulated species (Tables S2 and S3,
Fig. S3).

[SF-bal]

Reducing multicollinearity

10P threshold
‘All’ (complex)
BM-no

(b)

BM-0.01

‘Uncorrelated’ (pared down)
BM-no
BM-0.01

BM-0.01

‘Uncorrelated’ (pared down)
BM-no
BM-0.01

[SF-no]

[SF-10]

[SF-bal]

(c) MTPthreshold
‘All’ (complex)
BM-no
[SF-no]

[SF-10]

[SF-bal]

In contrast to the large effect of spatial filtering of records
on modelling results, we observed only minor differences
when correlated input variables were eliminated; differences
in predicted suitable habitat were slightly greater (2–5%) in
the reduced than the complex scenarios (Table 3, Fig. 2a–c
right side). These minor deviations were consistent across all
scenarios. Only in the models without spatial filtering
(SF-no) with the 10P threshold did the predicted distribution
area increase substantially (12–14%) in the parsimonious
scenario (Table 3 and Fig. 2b). In contrast, the predicted
suitable habitat in the balanced models [SF-bal] with the 10P
threshold appeared robust in terms of model complexity
(3–6%). In general, we observed a small decrease in AUC
values in parsimonious scenarios compared with complex
scenarios (2–5%). Due to reduction in environmental input
layers, the relative gain of the most important input variables
also increased (see Table S2).
In summary, spatial filtering, background manipulation
and reducing multicollinearity all increased the area predicted
as suitable habitat for the Malay Civet in Borneo as well as for
the simulated species. The choice of thresholds to define the
percentage of suitable habitat also heavily influenced model
results. However, the variation in important environmental
predictors was small, with only three predictors consistently
being the most important for 18 scenarios. Using a balanced
design consistently resulted in the same environmental predictors (Table S2), indicating the robustness of this approach. In
the simulations of the range-restricted species DHOsim, the
underlying variable ‘land cover’ was never chosen as the most
important one due to the correlation of highland forest with
other environmental predictors. In contrast, PPLsim simulations always revealed land cover as the most important one.
Model evaluation

Figure 2 MaxEnt spatial predictions for the Malay civet for
different scenarios of data filtering [SF-no, SF-10, SF-bal],
background manipulations [BM-no, BM-0.01], thresholds used
to separate the map into binary predictions (suitable: black
colour, unsuitable: grey colour) (a–c) and for varying model
complexity (left or right columns) (see Fig. S3 for simulated
datasets DHOsim and PPLsim).
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Malay civet
Using the 67 occurrence records falling within the predicted
distribution area of the 10P threshold maps of the baseline
scenario (SF-no BM-no; Fig. 3a) and background manipulation scenario with 0.01 bias file (SF-10 BM-0.01; Fig. 3b)
revealed very low omission errors for Sabah, the area with
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most records and sampling effort: only one record (SF-no
BM-no) or none (SF-no BM-0.01) occurred in an area predicted to be unsuitable (Table 4). In contrast, in the balanced scenario (SF-bal BM-no; Fig. 3c), seven of 27 records
within Sabah occurred in non-predicted areas (26% omission
error). The reverse pattern was observed for the 40 records
outside Sabah. In the baseline models, 16 (SF-no BM-no)
and 14 (SF-no BM-0.01) records were in non-predicted areas
(40% and 35% omission error, respectively), but only two in
the balanced scenario (SF-bal BM-no, 5% omission error;
Table 4). Over the whole of Borneo, omission errors were
lowest in the balanced scenario. Commission errors were
highest for the baseline scenario [SF-no BM-no] for Sabah
(  20% oil palm plantations fell within the predicted area)
as well as for the rest of Borneo (  5%). For Sabah, the
background manipulation scenario [SF-no BM-0.01] also
resulted in higher commission errors (  9%) than the
balanced model (  15%), whereas for the rest of Borneo,
commission errors were more similar (Table 4).
Simulated species
Regarding the predictive accuracy for the whole of Borneo
(column ‘Total’ in Table S4, Fig. S2), both background
manipulation and the balanced design outperformed the
baseline scenario without data manipulation. Commission
errors were lowest in the balanced design for both simulated
datasets. Omission errors were lower for the range-restricted

(a)

species DHOsim when using bias files, whereas for the
PPLsim species with its wide distribution range corresponding with a broad niche in the predictors, the balanced design
also outperformed background manipulation with respect to
omission errors.
DISCUSSION
The consequences of sampling bias on SDM performance
have increasingly been acknowledged (Kadmon et al., 2003,
2004; Reese et al., 2005; Araujo & Guisan, 2006), but so far
only a few studies have attempted to address sampling bias
in MaxEnt models (occurrence record manipulation: Pearson
et al., 2007; Edren et al., 2010; background manipulation:
Raes & ter Steege, 2007; Phillips et al., 2009; Clements et al.,
2012; Syfert et al., 2013). Here, we simultaneously tested the
effects of spatial filtering and manipulating background data
under various widely used model selection thresholds. We
applied an approach to compare the performance of two
strategies coping with uneven sampling effort by combining
empirical and simulated data representing two other threatened Bornean carnivores. Sampling bias may not only be a
particular problem in studies of rare, elusive or little studied
species; observations of common and widespread species
may not be considered important and might therefore be
under-reported. This reporting bias is quite common for
many widespread species and could also have a serious effect
on their distribution outputs.

(b)

(c)

Figure 3 Evaluation dataset of the Malay civet plotted on predictions of three different complex models to assess the impact of a
spatial filtering versus background manipulation. The 10P threshold separates suitable (dark grey) and unsuitable (light grey) areas.
(a): Baseline scenario without spatial filtering and without bias file [SF-no BM-no], (b): no spatial filtering but including a bias file [SF10 BM-0.01], C: balanced design [SF-bal BM-no]. Dot: Species record correctly predicted in suitable area (true presence), Cross: species
record in area predicted to be unsuitable (omission error) (see Fig. S2 for the simulated species DHOsim and PPLsim).
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Table 4 Evaluation of spatial extrapolation errors (omission and commission errors) in three different scenarios (baseline, background
manipulation and balanced) separated for Sabah and the rest of Borneo for the Malay civet (see Table S4 for the simulated data
DHOsim and PPLsim). We used the 10th percentile training presence logistic threshold (10P) to create binary maps separating raster
cells into predicted as suitable or unsuitable. To assess omission errors, we calculated how many presence points [using 67 independent
records from spatial filtering (10 km reduction)] occurred in predicted or non-predicted areas. As an indicator of commission errors,
we used the predicted areas that lay within oil palm plantations (supposedly unsuitable for Malay civets)
Scenario

No. of records in suitable areas
No. of records in non-predicted areas
Omission error (% records in
unsuitable areas per total
number of records)
Predicted suitable area [km²]
Predicted oil palm plantation [km²]
Commission error (% oil palm
plantation that fell into the
predicted area)

Baseline:
No spatial filtering, no bias file
[SF-no BM-no]; Fig. 3a
Sabah

Background manipulation:
No spatial filtering, bias file with 0.01
[SF-no BM-0.01]; Fig. 3b

Balanced:
Spatial filtering, no bias file
[SF-bal BM-no]; Fig. 3c

26
1
4%

27
0
0%

20
7
26%

39,062
7848
20.1%

54,133
10,292
19.0%

36,828
5398
14.7%

24
16
40%

26
14
35%

38
2
5%

73,640
3860
5.2%

224,896
10,363
4.6%

160,369
5989
3.7%

50
17
25%

53
14
21%

58
9
13%

112,702
11,708
10.4%

214,502
16,281
7.6%

261,724
15,761
6.0%

Rest of Borneo
No. of records in suitable areas
No of records in non-predicted areas
Omission error (% records in
unsuitable areas per total
number of records)
Predicted suitable area [km²]
Predicted oil palm plantation [km²]
Commission error (% oil palm
plantation that fell into
the predicted area)

Total (whole Borneo)
No. of records in suitable areas
No of records in non-predicted areas
Omission error (% records in unsuitable
areas per total number of records)
Predicted suitable area [km²]
Predicted oil palm plantation [km²]
Commission error (% oil palm
plantation that fell into
the predicted area)

The results of our species distribution models showed that
overall predictive performance was highest in modelling scenarios where spatial filtering accounted for sampling biases
(option 1), followed by those where sampling bias was
reduced by background manipulation (option 2) and lowest
in the baseline scenarios that did not correct for sampling
bias.
However, the performance depended also on the species
considered. Proportional record filtering had superior predictive performance for species that used a wide range within
the environmental predictors, such as the Malay civet or the
simulated lowland species PPLsim. Here, balancing the geo-
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graphical origin prevents overemphasizing environmental
predictors that putatively correlate with the species’ distribution simply due to sampling bias. Thus, filtering outweighed
the negative effects of sampling bias and substantially
reduced omission errors (suitable areas not predicted by
models), particularly in areas where surveying was limited.
Higher omission errors can have serious negative consequences for conservation because remote areas with scant
surveying effort, which may be potentially important for a
species, may be neglected.
On the other hand, especially for range-restricted species
(here, DHOsim), spatial clumping of records may be an
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ecological signal (Dormann et al., 2007), and filtering the
records can weaken the prediction; in these cases, it would
be preferable to use a bias file. However, this implies prior
knowledge about the species’ distribution, which often is not
available. In the case of the Malay civet, use of a bias file
resulted in higher commission errors (areas mistakenly predicted to be suitable): Only a few records existed from oil
palm plantations (all in close vicinity to forests; cf. Jennings
et al., 2010), and thus, plantations were downweighted by
the bias files to rarely sampled areas, equally in and outside
Sabah. However, the concentration of records in Sabah led
to greater weight on distinct climatic variables such that oil
palm plantations in Sabah were predicted to be more suitable
than those outside Sabah. Commission errors may have particular negative consequences because they can create the
false assumption that a species occurs in protected areas or
intact habitat, potentially leading to parts of its range being
ignored by conservation efforts.
Our results clearly highlight that spatial filtering of
clumped records (balanced scenario) minimized both omission and commission errors for Borneo-wide predictions and
was robust in regard to consistently identifying the most
important predictor. Thus, accounting for sampling bias is
needed, and a conservative approach (balanced design) is
recommended, despite the putatively lower predictive performance according to the test AUC values. It is worth mentioning that as a consequence of reducing the number of
input records to achieve a balanced design, the predictive
power of the model is reduced (Hernandez et al., 2006). In
this respect, the most commonly used metric for model quality (test AUC) can be misleading (Lobo et al., 2007) and can
poorly represent the underlying biology of the system being
studied (Warren & Seifert, 2011).
Another argument for recommending a balanced design,
rather than only background manipulation, is the arbitrary
values that have to be set for bias files and the arbitrary way
in which they are created when only presence records are
available. It is exactly the putative advantage of MaxEnt in
comparison with presence–absence or occupancy models that
redounds to its disadvantage when used without caution.
The values in the bias file (cf. see Option 2: Background
manipulation with bias files (BM) in the methods section)
have to match sampling effort, which is difficult to estimate
when dealing with records stemming from different spatiotemporal scales or occasional sightings. Often, the distribution of records is set as a proxy for sampling effort. For
example, for the Malayan tapir Tapirus indicus, Clements
et al. (2012) used a weighted Gaussian distance kernel based
on presence records and tapir’s home range size and scaled
their bias file between 1 (non- or undersampled areas) and
100 (clumped presence records). We used a next-neighbour
approach assuming higher sampling effort around records,
resulting in at least ten (background value 0.1) or 100 (background value 0.01) times less sampling effort in non- or
undersampled areas. The comparison between our two background value scenarios (Table 3) showed that the arbitrary
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estimate for sampling effort influenced model results. There
is scope to improve the precision with which bias files reflect
sampling effort, for example, by accounting for trap nights if
the records come predominantly from camera-trapping studies. However, when a dataset is composed of opportunistic
sightings and road kills alongside structured sampling (e.g.
typically from scientific studies), as investigations of little
known species typically are, it is effectively impossible to
obtain objective values for sampling effort in different areas.
We recommend further investigations of the effect of differently created bias files.
Increased model complexity may lead to overfitting, which
involves using too many environmental input variables with
too few occurrence records. For example, Warren & Seifert
(2011) found that overparameterization is generally less problematic than underparameterization. The exception occurred
when model complexity (in terms of the number of environmental input variables) approached or exceeded the number
of records available for model construction, in which case less
complex models performed better (see also Reineking &
Schr€
oder, 2006). In this study, we evaluated the impact of
model complexity and showed that the area predicted as suitable was less affected if occurrence records were spatially independent and stratified throughout the area of inference
(balanced model). In contrast, the baseline model predictions
were more sensitive to model complexity, and bias in occurrence predictions increased with model complexity.
The selection of a threshold for assessing areas of potentially suitable habitat is another crucial aspect of the assessment of the output of SDMs (Liu et al., 2005) and is needed
for any model application, for example, in conservation. We
used several thresholds to assess whether spatial autocorrelation of occurrence records, based on uneven sampling, was a
problem independent of the specific threshold selected.
Although great differences were observed in the percentage
of area predicted to be suitable, the overall effect was consistent for all thresholds; that is, areas with a proportionally
greater number of records were overpredicted, and non-surveyed areas were underpredicted, particularly if no correction
of sampling bias was applied (baseline models).
CONCLUSIONS
We recommend that in situations with a strong sampling
bias towards some regions or environmental features (e.g.
survey and therefore records mainly distributed in a certain
land-cover type), spatial clumping of records should be
reduced in datasets that are used for MaxEnt model calibration. If many occurrence records are available, our results
demonstrate that spatial filtering and balancing of occurrence
data are preferred relative to background manipulation. If
only few spatially clustered occurrence records are available
and spatial filtering is impossible, the manipulation of the
background dataset seems to be the second best option.
Background manipulation decreased the risk of omission
errors for the range-restricted species occupying a narrow
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niche within many environmental predictors, but increased it
for the species with a generalist response in many predictors;
therefore, any conclusions regarding areas suitable for conservation ought to be made with caution. Our study
acknowledges the potential of MaxEnt as a powerful tool in
SDM and highlights the importance of accounting for sampling bias to help reduce omission and commission errors
and thus enhances the accuracy of species conservation and
management.
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